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Dr. Donald L. Vieth, Director
Waste Management Project Office
U. S. Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office
Post Office Box 14100
Las Vegas, NV 89114

Dear Dr. Vieth:

As we discussed during our telephone conversation of July 11, I have
enclosecijhe summary of a meeting between the NRC and DOE/NPO staffs on
June 27-X8, 1983. The meeting was held at NRC's offices in Silver
Spring, MD to discuss questions related to the preparation of an SCP for
a salt site. Since most of the questions apply equally well to our SCP
for the Yucca Mountain site, most of the information in the summary
should prove useful to the NNWSI.

I would be happy to answer any questions you might have concerning
points made in the summary.

Sincerely,

"ORNA SIGNE Br
Seth M. Coplan
High-Level Waste Technical
Development Branch

Division of Waste Management
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MINUTES OF THE SECOND MEETING OF NRC AND
DOE/NPO PREPATORY TO SUBMITTAL

OF SALT SITE SCP

JUNE 27-28, 1983
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND

Background and Facts

NRC, DOE/NPO and contractor representatives met at the NRC offices in =

Silver Spring, Maryland on June 27-28, 1983 to discuss questions related
to DOE's preparation of the salt Site Characterization Plan (SCP). The
agenda, (attachment 1) was followed and completed. A list of actual
attendees is also attached (attachment 2). None of the state
representatives were in attendance.

The meeting minutes which consist primarily of observations, and
agreements keyed to the agenda topics were drafted before the close of the
meeting, read, and signed by H. Miller of the NRC and J. Neff of DOE.
What follows here is the typed and edited version of the signed rough
record. The attached copies of the viewgraphs and handouts give more
detail about the meeting. They were provided to the attendees and will
be transmitted to the invited state contacts in Louisiana, Mississippi,
Texas and Utah.

Observations and Agreements

1. NRC Licensing Process

a) A presentation was made by NRC (Miller) on the high level waste
licensing process. The process by which licensing findings
will be made by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB)
and the Commission was described (Attachment 3). NRC
explained that hearing schedules before the ASLB during
licensing for construction authorization are dependent upon the
quality of the information available. Therefore, it is
critical for both DOE and NRC to use the prelicensing period to
make sure the information available for licensing is complete,
relevant and of adequate quality (Attachment 3).
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Miller emphasized that the licensing process is a legal process
and this awareness needs to be communicated to the DOE
contractor staffs. Also, expert judgment alone is not adequate
for hearings before the ASLB, rather, data needs to be
presented.

b) DOE wanted to know what mechanisms were to obtain agreement
with NRC on licensing information needs. NRC (Miller)
explained that there is a range of NRC guidance products, all
of which have one goal - establish what information is
necessary and sufficient for a license application. These
products include the SCA, SCA updates (reviews of DOE
-semi-annual reports), Generic Technical Positions, Site
Technical Positions, meeting minutes, and letters. Formal
regulatory guides are not anticipated except for format guides
for the SCP, SER, etc. NRC believes that Licensing Topical
Reports prepared by DOE can also be good starting points for
reaching agreements.

c) NRC explained that issue "resolution" during prelicensing means
that the NRC staff considers that there is sufficient
information to complete its licensing assessments. Resolution
does not mean "closing out" an issue in the sense that it will
not come up in licensing. The NRC staff will not make the
final licensing findings. However, the hearing process will
not begin until the NRC staff completes its review and is
satisfied that "reasonable assurance" exists that 10 CFR 60
requirements have been met.

2. BWIP/SCA Executive Summary

a) NRC (Miller) reviewed the major concerns about the BWIP SCR
which were expressed in the NRC BWIP SCA Executive Summary.

b) NRC stated that questions about the nature and extent of
underground testing should be a major focus for early
discussions since they determine the length of site
characterization. Specifically, coupled
thermal-mechanical-hydrogeological- geochemical processes are
difficult problems involving much judgment. For such a problem
strong concensus within the technical community would be
advantageous. Some experts (including NRC consultants, such as
LB1) have proposed very large scale, long duration tests of
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thermal effects; NRC has not yet established this position.
NRC believes that DOE should take the lead and establish the
level of underground testing and give its rationale.

c) DOE asked if lateral, exploratory drifting could continue after
License Application (LA) since such drifting will likely take a
longer period of time than exists for site characterization.
NRC responded by stating this should be done the during the site
characterization period. Testing after LA should only be
confirmatory and should not make inroads into new technical
areas. Confidence must exist at the time of LA to make a
finding of reasonable assurance.

d) NRC (Greeves) explained that questions related to shaft
construction, sealing, and data collection from the shaft are
important areas to address and document before shaft
construction begins and commitments are effectively made to one
mode of shaft construction or another. This need is identified
in a recent NRC letter and should be a matter for review in an
early workshop.

e) NRC expressed concern about BWIP's lack of consideration of
alternative interpretations of data and suggested NPO take
measures to include such alternative interpretations. NRC felt
it was important to quantify uncertainties.

3. Level of Detail in the SCP

a) DOE questioned the level of detail that should be in the SCP
(Attachment 12). NRC handed out a matrix (attachment 4)
describing the types of information (i.e., data, methods,
analyses, plans and procedures) that should be provided or made
available at the time of SCP submittal. NRC recognizes that
all information can not be presented in the SCP, but that
appendices, references to the SCP and available on-file
information can also be used (Attachment 5). The matrix
formed the basis for a decision on what level of detail would
be sufficient in a SCP.

b) DOE proposed that an example issue write up would be prepared
for and discussed in the upcoming Waste Package workshop. NRC
agreed that this example would be a good way to further discuss
appropriate level of detail in the SCP. M

v ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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c) NRC stated the level of detail in the SCP should be the same as
that in the LA. NRC recognizes that data is gathered over time
but that data that has been collected should be made available
in just as much detail as the complete data base that will be
used in licensing.

d) In response to a question by DOE as to compliance with the RG
4.17 Part B on reporting existing data, NRC stated that this
part of the RG was a detailed "checklist" only. If an item is
not available it obviously cannot be reported, and it should be
covered under data gathering plans.

e) i. The position taken by NRC staff in the BWIP SCA with
respect to the level of information needed on conceptual
design and on the need to specify interim performance
requirements (expressed in terms of quantified reliability
requirements) for the engineered systems such as waste
package was reviewed. In addition to the BWIP SCA, a
draft NRC Staff Technical Position Paper on Conceptual
Design Information Requirements was briefly discussed and
provided to NPO for comment (attachment 9).

ii. Some questions from DOE were raised about why it was
necessary to provide in the SCP what the specific, interim
reliability requirements on waste package and engineered
systems are. NRC (Miller) stated this was needed to allow
determining what constitutes an adequate test program
(i.e., reasons stated in the BWIP SCA and the draft NRC
Staff Technical Position Paper on Waste Package
Reliability (attachment 11) were summarized. Miller
indicated that this was consistent with DOE comments own,
draft versions of the technical rule which effectively
argued that the impact of numerical performance objectives
on the waste package and engineered barriers is not known
until the required level of reliability is established.
He indicated that consistent with NRC's response to those
comments, NRC staff agrees with this but considers that
the process for establishing needed reliability (which is
related to what constitutes "reasonable assurance") must
occur during the prelicensing phase and that it be an
iterative process which takes account of variable site
specific factors. He indicated that NRC staff is
effectively allowing the DOE to take the lead in proposing
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what constitutes a reasonable and realistic set of
reliability requirements.

iii. In connection with this, a number of questions, comments
and concerns were raised by DOE. These are identified in
the following questions and NRC responses are given, where
this was possible during the meeting.

° The NRC position is that the SCP needs only specify
what the reliability requirements or targets are to
establish the background for getting agreement on
what constitutes an adequate test program --- as
opposed to the SCP having to contain sufficient data
and evaluations to support predictions now of a level
of confidence targeted for licensing. Is this true?-

NRC response: Yes.

a Is the thrust of NRC's position that reliability
targets should apply to the natural systems as well
as to the engineered systems.

NRC response: No. NRC has avoided taking a position
that interim reliability requirements be specified
for aspects or parameters of the natural systems. We
have taken the above position in an area where it can
best be applied and where it is most needed -- the
engineered systems and waste package. The fact that
reliability requirements need not be specified for
the natural system does not diminish the naturall
system's importance or applicability to the isolation
of wastes. The NRC position is consistent with the
thrust of DOE's comments on the technical rule.

At what level of detail must interim reliability
requirements be specified? Do the many parameters
and factors which determine performance of engineered
barriers and waste package have to now have
reliability requirements specified for them? The
underlying concern is that needed flexibility in
design development and data gathering would be
eliminated by an overly detailed set of reliability
requirements.
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NRC response: NRC (Miller) indicated that it was the
NRC's position that reliability requirements be
established on an interim basis at the time of SCP at
least at the broad performance level. A highly
detailed breakdown of the engineered systems into
subcomponents and individual parameters which
determine performance of these components followed by
the establishment of reliability requirements for
each of these parameters is something that will
obviously take some time and will have to occur
through a process such as that described in the BWIP
SCA and depicted in Figure 9.2. The timing and the
level of detail at which reliability requirements
must be specified is a matter for negotiation. NRC
distributed copies of a draft technical position on
waste package reliability (attachment 11).

0 DOE raised concern about NRC's position requiring a
"probabilistic" approach as opposed to a more
traditional approach where factors affecting
performance of a component of a system are identified
and information gathered on these parameters.

Questions were raised about what does NRC
specifically mean by the need for specifying
reliability requirements. How does this relate to
probabilistic assessment? Is this the same as
quantifying uncertainties?

NRC response: NRC used the following example to
convey what is meant as reliability requirements.
Performance requirements for the waste package might
be: there should be X percent confidence that no
more than Y percent of the waste packages will fail
in less than Z years. This would require
establishing quantitatively (specified in terms of
probability distribution functions) the range of
uncertainty on key parameters, on the models, and on
other factors which introduce uncertainty into the
performance assessment. In this sense, it is the
same as quantifying uncertainty.
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0 One view expressed by a DOE contractor (J. Parry) was
that NRC should specify what reliability requirements
should be. He indicated that some preliminary
calculations by DOE indicated that thousands of.
measurements would be needed in order to achieve high
levels of reliability (95% that 95% of the waste
packages will not fail in 1,000 years). Some
estimates are that there would need to be more tests
than there are waste packages.

NRC response: DOE is in the best position to weigh
all of the factors, including site specific factors
and other, non-quantifiable programmatic factors such
as cost, to propose what is a realistic and
reasonable reliability level. Chapter 9, Figure 9.2,
of the BWIP SCA describes the iterative process by
which this should most appropriately occur (Attachment
10, figure 2).

iv. Miller indicated that this whole question was one of high
priority at all sites as it profoundly impacts the
direction that the DOE program should take at the present
time. Therefore, NRC staff considers the matter should
be taken up with representatives from all sites at an
early time to assure that it can be treated in a
satisfactory manner in the SCPs currently under
preparation.

v. NRC expressed concern for integration across disciplines
e.g., rock mechanics specialists coordinating with
hydrologists; NRC feels DOE needs to take the lead on'
sensitivity studies to highlight the most important
parameters so that if NRC begins emphasizing some aspect
which DOE can show to be not critical to the performance
objectives focus can be reestablished on the more
important aspects. Also, in this connection NRC pointed
out that Chapter 9 of the BWIP SCA describes this process.
NRC also provided .an early draft of an NRC paper titled
"Identification of Specific Licensing Information Needs."
(attachment 10).

4. Issue Resolution Status at License Application

* - .-. *.*, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ *~~~~~.
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a) In response to DOE questions, NRC's stated that all issues
related to 10 CFR 60 must be addressed and findings made before
construction authorization. While the concept of "reasonable
assurance" by its very nature recognizes that these
uncertainties exists, no issues can remain for findings in
later stages of the licensing process. NRC stated that full
issue resolution would be needed at the time of LA, but that
they recognize that uncertainties will still exist and state
that these uncertainties must be quantified. In other words
all uncertainties on issues may not be removed at LA so long as
there is reasonable assurance that uncertainties have been
bounded and can be accommodated.

5. Data Incorporation into SCP

a) NRC agrees with the general approach described by DOE
(attachment 12); however, the specific data presented should be
a topic for each technical workshop to discuss and agree upon.

b) NRC stated that the principle concern in citing lack of "QA
details" (as referred to in the BWIP SCA) lies in the area of
implementing procedures which are distinct from administrative
procedures.

6. Integration of Plans and Procedures into SCP

a) No NRC "concurrence" is required for DOE plans. Rather,
prudence dictates that there be timely consultation on plans
before investigations are carried out. Discussions should be
held with NRC to discuss plans so that NRC can comment on their
sufficiency, consult on interpretations of data; identify
potential licensing issues; agree upon the sufficiency of
available information and data; and agree upon methods and
approaches for thelacquisition of additional information and
data needed to facilitate NRC reviews and evaluations and to
resolve such potential licensing issues. This is consistent
with item 2e in the NRC/DOE procedural agreement (Morgan/Davis
Agreement, attachment 8).

b) DOE's comments (attachment 12) were discussed and NRC again
discussed the NRC matrix (attachment 4) on level of detail.
NRC stated which plans and procedures that are given in the SCP
is negotiable and that what is wanted is all plans and

4-k ftl-lqz,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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procedures to be available to NRC on a timely basis. Some
might appear in the SCP, others in SCP references. NRC would
like procedures to be provided as references in SCP rather than
only made available. NRC handed out selected pages of the BWIP
SCA Executive Summary and Chapter 10 (attachment 5) for
guidance on the level of plans to be included in the SCP.

c) The mechanism for making plans and procedures available to NRC
should be a major topic for discussion and agreement in
specific technical workshops.

7. Issue Identification Logic

a) DOE asked if NRC believed that there was one appropriate method
or logic for issue identification. NRC stated that any
reasonable method used by DOE to identify issues was
acceptable. NRC observed that the -overview of the DOE logic
process presented in the meeting appears to be reasonable. It
is the results of the process that are important. The
completeness and relevance of the issues would be the focus of
NRC review. NRC noted that describing the logic and process of
issue identification will give confidence to all parties that a
systematic and comprehensive approach has been used.

b) There was agreement on the definition of "issue" as presented
in the BWIP SCA. It is defined as simply a question that must
be resolved to complete licensing assessments of the site and
design suitability in terms of 10 CFR 60. Issues are not
necessarily matters of controversy.

8. Chapter 10 Format Approach 4%

a) DOE presented an alternative format for Chapter 10 than is
outlined in NRC Regulatory Guide 4.17. NRC is not requiring
the format for chapter 10 in 4.17 to be followed literally.
NRC indicated thatiDOE's format is acceptable as it meets the
basic logic of presentation where (a) issues are clearly
identified, (b) current uncertainties are fully presented, and
(c) plans for reducing uncertaintities to acceptance levels are
presented.

b) A DOE contractor representative (Glora) proposed an approach
for the SCP section titled Additional Issues for NRC Review
(Section 10.2.5 in RG 4.17).

.1- ,' ..
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This section's objective would be to summarize those issues
which DOE believes have enough information for licensing. NRC
thought this might be redundant, and that there may be a case
for eliminating that section of the Reg. Guide but that NRC
would certainly comment on the DOE positions. NRC made it
clear that issues can not be closed out or resolved by this
mechanism. Only the ASLB and the Commission during licensing
can "close out" an issue in making findings.

9. Preliminary List of Issues

a) DOE gave NRC a preliminary list of issues for the three salt
basins (attachment 13) and requested that NRC provide feedback
within a month concerning the logic, hierarchy and
relationships of plans to issues and performance objectives.
NPO makes no claim of completeness of the issues at this stage
of development. NPO requests further feedback on the logic be
supplied at the next workshops relative to the waste package
issue writeup NPO will present at that time. Given this
schedule and the present limited resources available to NRC for
salt review, the DOE issues list will only be reviewed for
obvious problems at this time. NRC believes that issues should
be one of the major topics discussed in each of the future
technical workshops.

10. Comparison of Morgan/Davis Agreement and Salt Agreement

a) NRC marked their comments on the Salt project agreement
(attachment 7) and provided it to NPO. NPO will redraft the
Salt project agreement to update it and be consistent with.4he
wording in the Morgan/Davis agreement (attachment 8).

b) NRC provided NPO a list of their thoughts on informal
consultation NRC would like to implement (Attachment 6).
NPO expressed some concerns and felt that we should keep the
current process but reexamine the issue on a regular basis.

11. Procedures for Data Access

a) DOE has directed ONWI to separate data reports from analysis
reports to facilitate release. Presently a catalogue of data
is being prepared to aid in access. Procedures for data access
are being prepared by DOE/ONWI based on the catalogue concept.

X4... .4, - -:.
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These procedures will be given to NRC in two weeks as a basis
for establishing an acceptable specific procedure for
information release meeting the general Morgan/Davis
agreement. NRC commented favorably upon the concept of
cataloging data analyses, test data, and plans and procedures
under development, to permit NRC to identify selected documents
which could be used as effective focusing mechanisms for
consultation.

12. Future Meetings

DOE plans a series of meetings with States to review the current
data base. The first meeting will be held on July 19/20 to plan a
schedule and agenda for these meetings. DOE and NRC agree that NRC
will be involved in these meetings. It was agreed that technical
meetings between DOE and NRC will be held as follows:

- Waste Package August

- Performance Assessment October

- Other meetings will be proposed by NRC considering
meetings being set up with the States.

NRC requested that a meeting be set up between the staff of the
Battelle Columbus Labs doing waste package research for NRC with
ONWI. DOE agreed to set up an early meeting concerning this
contract work.
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LIST OF ATTACHMENTS
(Viewgraphs and Handouts)

NRC

1.
2.

8.
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11.

Actual Meeting agenda
List of attendees
NRC licensing process viewgraphs
Levels of detail matrix
BWIP SCA pages xx-xxi and Ch. 10 Quality Assurance Program
DOE/NRC informal consulation
Markup of the DOE/NRC Salt Project Agreement
Morgan/Davis Agreement
Draft NRC Staff Technical Position on Conceptual Design Information-
Requirements
Draft NRC Staff Position Paper on Identification of Specific
Licensing Information Needs
Draft NRC Staff Technical Position on Waste Package Reliability

DOE

12. DOE/NPO and ONWI viewgraphs
13. Preliminary list of DOE issues for the three salt basins.
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